Dover Microsystems Named Finalist for MIT Sloan CIO
Symposium's Innovation Showcase
WALTHAM, MA – April 24, 2018 − Dover Microsystems, a startup recently spun out of
Draper, today announced it has been named one of the ten finalists for the 2018 MIT
Sloan CIO Symposium Innovation Showcase. According to judges, Dover’s flagship
product CoreGuardTM represents a cutting-edge solution that provides both strong
value and innovation to the enterprise IT space. The 15th annual Symposium will take
place on May 23, 2018. For a full list of Innovation Showcase finalists visit:
http://www.mitcio.com/innovation.
The processors inside connected devices are not designed to protect against the
vulnerabilities that exist in the software that they run. Today's cybersecurity solutions
are not working and most only increase vulnerability by adding yet another layer of
inherently flawed software. As a result, companies and individuals are left even more
exposed. Dover is the first company to bring real security to silicon. CoreGuard’s
revolutionary hardware-based technology empowers processors to defend themselves
in real-time from security, safety, and privacy risks. As the IoT market continues to
grow, this level of computing security is more important than ever.
Innovation Showcase Judges evaluated and selected Dover Microsystems based on
four important criteria:
•
•
•
•

Have an enterprise IT solution product in the market;
Are a start-up with less than $10 million in 2017 annual revenues;
Are selling enterprise IT solutions to CIOs or corporate IT departments; and
Show innovation and/or strategic value and potential impact on the top and/or
bottom lines

“We are thrilled to be recognized as an Innovation Showcase finalist as we believe
CoreGuard is critical to ensuring the security, safety and privacy of all embedded
devices in our increasingly connected world,” said Jothy Rosenberg, founder and CEO,
Dover Microsystems. “We are working hard to protect the burgeoning IoT market by

doing what hasn’t been done before -building security at the processor level to stop
network attacks dead in their tracks before real harm can be done.”
The Innovation Showcase will take place at 5:30 p.m. in the Kresge courtyard tent on
Wednesday, May 23, 2018, at MIT in Cambridge, MA. The full agenda for the MIT
Sloan CIO Symposium is available at www.mitcio.com/agenda.
About Dover Microsystems
Dover is the first company to bring real security, privacy, and safety enforcement to
silicon. Dover’s patented CoreGuard solution integrates with market-leading RISC
processors to protect against cyberattacks, flawed software, and safety violations. For
more information, please visit www.dovermicrosystems.com.
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